




INTRODUCTION
The Second most populated country, India is a widely known
 for its diversified culture and Religious values.
In the heart of this country, resides the meaning of oneness 
despite the cultural  and religious devide.
Festivals are more shared than celebrated.
One such festival is marriage.
In this Photobook we will focus on in this festival which is 
beyond any Religion, any caste, any Culture, or any rituals.

The photobook 'KALYANAM is a brief overview of the emotions
that the weddings adhere. It contains pictures that speak on 
of words. 
Now hope on the cruise with me, Sheikh Ashraf Ahmed, 
strap yourself well and I will sail you through the ocean of
emotions where your clockwill take upon to admire the moments
 of Bliss, joy and rejoice.
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 Engagement is the day when two souls claim 
 and settle in the same boat making a firm decision
 to sail with each other, together forever. The first 
 step to a bond which will stay, makes both their 
 hearts beat faster, relaxes the passage of time.
 They drown in their thoughts, a ring in the finger
 that will connect their hearts together, an emblem
 that will theories the endless life they will live even
 after death. Peacefully they slide their dreams into
 each other’s finger, wishing to be the finest souls
 tied together that they will symbolize for life.  
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 For a bride, mehendi is the ceremony of immense belief and faith.
 With a sack full of hope she tries & tests her luck, out of those beautiful patterns
 drawn on her. Wondering of her soul mate, she weaves the wool of dreams in to
 a lovely print of love all over her hands and feets. Her mother blesses her with 
all her care and make a wish to see her daughter’s hands in the same way when
 she returns. She sits there with all her faith, that her palm will glow with the
 deepest of color and with belief that her love will surely find out his name in her
 woven sweater.
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TO KEEP BURI NAZAR AWAY
In India it is believed the the reason for 
applying haldi is to ward off eveil spirits from
affecting the bride and the groom.
This is why the Bride and Groom are usually 
not allowed to leave their home after the
Haldi ceremony, till their wedding Mahurat.
IIt is a ritual bath which is given to the 
Bride and Groom by married woman on 
the morning of the wedding. 
IIt is mixture of Haldi, oil and water which is 
also believed to bless the couple before the 
wedding.



   
    

















COSTUME
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GURU-NAMA
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VAR-MALA
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